
Running the BioDiversity Pro programme  
There is a sample data file to use. Select ‘file open’ from the menu in the usual way. The example data 
file path should be c:\Program Files\BioDiversity Pro\BD2.bdp  
If you are inserting your own data and have problems, remember the easiest way is to construct the data 
table in Excel or Lotus first then copy and paste into the BioDiversity Pro spreadsheet.  
It is a good idea to save as a .bdp file once the data is accepted by the programme and before attempting 
any analysis. The data layout should be in the form of the following table:  
 

COLUMNS: Names of ‘samples’ heading each column. These can be numbers, letters or both  
ROWS:  
Names of species for 
each row. These can 
be numbers or letters 
or both  

DATA: 
Numbers only, including decimals. Full editing is possible within the programme’s 
spreadsheet.  
It is important there are no blank rows. In most cases BioDiversity Pro will automatically 
delete blank rows (after a prompt) but sometimes the program can crash if there are too 
many.  
The programme will not accept alpha-numeric data and will detect letters and prompt for 

their deletion. Sometimes, however, letters in the data may cause it to crash. 
 
Right-clicking the mouse while the cursor is on a BioDiversity Pro graph will access the graphics editor. 
Data can be excluded or included in the analysis calculations by cancelling or checking the check box at 
the top of each column.  

 
Processing BioDiversity Pro graphical output  

When the programme has produced a graph on the screen a right click on the mouse will bring up a 
menu listing the choices: Edit Layout, Save Layout, Load Layout, Save As Picture, Graph Print Setup, 
Fit – linear regression, multiple regression.  
In the Edit Layout many changes to the graph can be made. Once these are satisfactory the main menu 
Edit / Select All / Copy can be chosen, placing the graph on the clipboard. The graph can then be pasted 
into a new Corel Draw file or alternative drawing programme. Within Corel Draw the route can be taken 
Edit / Select All then, Arrange / Ungroup All. It will be found that all components of the graph image 
can then be selected and adjusted individually if required.  
 
Printing to MSWord  
The BD Pro graph reproduces well in MSWord if saved as a picture in windows metafile format. The 
route is: right click on the graph to bring up the graphics menu then, Save As Picture / name your file 
and directory / OK; then in MSWord, Insert / Picture / From File. Sometimes the letter spacing on a 
vertically arranged Y axis title may be increased on the hard copy output.  
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Installation and caution 
 
BioDiversity Pro was developed a long time ago now in computer terms and was written originally for 
Windows 95 but many people still find it useful. It can run on Windows XP but may lose functionality 
when installed on other systems such as Windows Vista. 
 
A common 'problem' at installation is that some of the system files BioDiversity attempts to install are 
now older than those already on present PC systems.  In those cases chose the option NOT to install i.e. 
don't install the older versions supplied with BDPro! The BDPro installation programme sees different 
system files on your computer and assumes they are older when in fact they are more modern. 
 
For citation use: 
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